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Songs in Their Heads is a vivid and engaging book that bridges the disciplines of music education,

ethnomusicology, and folklore. This revised and expanded edition includes additional case studies,

updated illustrative material, and a new section exploring the relationship between children's

musical practices and current technological advances. Designed as a text or supplemental text for a

variety of music education methods courses, as well as a reference for music specialists and

classroom teachers, this book can also help parents understand and enhance their own children's

music making.
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"Seldom does one find a research book that you 'can't put down.' Scholarly yet conversational, this

book tells us much about the children we teach. It will surely impact on what I teach and how I

present my music methods courses."--Sr. Rita Schweitzer, Mount Mary College"This wonderful

book offers revealing insights into the way children think about music, the way music is taught in

schools, and significant ways music education could be improved. Don't let the skillful presentation

and engrossing narrative style fool you: this is a very important book."--Anthony Seeger, Professor

of Ethnomusicology, UCLA"This book is a genuine revelation and the foundation for a revolution in

music education because it tells us what children are doing with music and lets us hear their voices

describing the power of music in their lives. Patricia Campbell observes closely, listens carefully,



and explains patiently that all young children are full of musicking skills, very music-minded, and full

of wisdom about what they need from us to become fully realized musicians, if only we would

listen."--Charles Keil, President of Musicians United for Superior Education, Inc."Songs in their

Heads is an interesting examination of music and its role in the life of a child."--Kimberly Golder,

University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh"I literally could not put this book down. I am very excited to add

this as required text for my graduate music methods class."--Madeline S. Bridges, Belmont

University"Songs in Their Heads is written in an engaging and effortless manner. This is no small

feat for a book that bridges the disciplines of music education, musicology, ethnomusicology, and

folklore....This book offers a provocative text or supplementary reading for university courses in

music education, as well as an enjoyable study for all."--Ethnomusicology"This expanded and

revised second edition of Songs in Their Heads adds to the multi-vocal, multicultural children's

perspectives of the first edition. The clarity, maturity, and authority of Patricia Campbell's insightful

treatment of children's musical life as a culture of its own offers a rock-solid, radical, and reasoned

approach to music education in a multicultural world."-Daniel Sheehy, Director of the Smithsonian

Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage"This second edition is well written and intriguing to the

reader...A valuable resource for music educators, an excellent reference text for students in music

education courses, and a resource for parents who wish to enhance their understanding of the

music making of children." --Music Educators Journal"In the second edition of Songs in Their

Heads: Music and Its Meaning in Children's Lives, Campbell extends both her pioneering work as

musical ethnographer and her challenge to adults to see and hear children for who they musically

are. Taking up that challenge, and reading her book, is well worth the investment." --Journal of

Historical Research in Music Education

Patricia Shehan Campbell is the author of numerous books on music for children, a teacher, and an

active musician. Her training in education and ethnomusicology has led her to the development of

curriculum in music and cultural studies, and has helped shaped her unique approach to

understanding children and their musical capacities. In addition to her post as Donald E. Peterson

Professor at the University of Washington, she has lectured on world music pedagogy and

children's musical involvement throughout North America, in much of Europe and Asia, in Australia,

New Zealand, and South Africa.

Elementary music educators couldn't find a better book. I read this for fun, seriously. It reads

naturally and is super informative.



The research based strategies and procedures are solid and very helpful for a person considering

not only music education research, but any research with children. Highly recommended

it is the book what i want .i have not read yet. i hope that the book is helpful to my study.

Campbell has written an excellent readable study regarding songs and songwriting. This book is a

strong example for those doing empirical research in songwriting in methodology, literature, and in

the narrative. There is not a lot of literature regarding meaning making in songwriting or the

meanings that children attach to their songs. I highly recommend this volume to those searching for

approaches to teaching songwriting.

Great service and book was a s described
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